Àt 2 =2 dt are studied. Its derivatives, integrals and asymptotic behavior are presented.
INTRODUCTION
It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of the standard normal (or Gauss) distribution. It finds widespread application in almost every scientific discipline, e.g., probability theory, the theory of errors, heat conduction, biology, economics, physics, neural networks [9] , etc. It plays a fundamental role in financial mathematics, being part of the Black-Scholes formula [2] , and its inverse is used in computing the implied volatility of an option [8] . Yet, little is known about the properties of the inverse function, e.g., series expansions, asymptotic behavior, integral representations. The major work done has been in computing fast and accurate algorithms for numerical calculations [1] .
Over the years a few articles have appeared with analytical studies of the closely related error function Philip [10] introduced the notation ''inverfc(x)'' to denote the inverse of the complementary error function. He gives the first terms in the power series for inverfc(x), asymptotic formulas for small x in terms of continued logarithms, and some expressions for the derivatives and integrals. Carlitz [3] studied the arithmetic properties of the coefficients in the power series of inverfc(x). Strecok [11] computed the first 200 terms in the series of inverfc(x), and some expansions in series of Chebyshev polynomials. Finally Fettis [6] studied inverfc(x) for small x, using an iterative sequence of logarithms.
The purpose of this paper is to present some new results on the derivatives, integrals, and asymptotics of the inverse of the cumulative standard normal probability function
which we call S(x). In Section 2 we derive an ODE satisfied by S(x), and solve it using a power series. We introduce a family of polynomials P n related to the calculation of higher derivatives of S(x). In Section 3 we study some properties of the P n , such as relations between coefficients, recurrences, generating functions. We also derive a general formula for P n using the idea of ''nested derivatives'', and we compare the P n with the Hermite polynomials H n .
In Section 4 we extend the definition of the P n to n < 0 and use them to calculate the integrals of S(x). We also compute the integrals of powers of S(x) on the interval ½0; 1. Section 5 is dedicated to the asymptotic of S(x) for x ! 0, x ! 1 using the function Lambert W. With the help of those formulas we derive an approximation to S(x) valid in the interval ½0; 1 with error e, jej < 0:0023. Finally, Appendix A contains the first 20 non-zero coefficients in the series of S(x), and the first 10 polynomials P n .
DERIVATIVES
In terms of the error function erf (x),
Proof Taking the nth derivative of (2.2), and using Leibnitz's Theorem
where
where P n (x) is a polynomial of degree n satisfying the recurrence
so that
Proof We use induction on n. For n ¼ 2 the result follows from (2.2). If we assume the result is true for n then
Since P nÀ1 (x) is a polynomial of degree n À 1 by hypothesis, is clear that
is a polynomial of degree n. j COROLLARY 2.6
LEMMA 3.1 If we write
In other words, A (n) is a rectangular matrix with zeros in the diagonal, the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , n À 1 above it, the number n below it and zeros everywhere else. With the help of these matrices, we have an expression for the coefficients of P n (x)
PROPOSITION 3.3 The polynomials P n (x) satisfy the recurrence relation
The exponential generating function of the polynomials P n (x) is
it follows that F(x, t) satisfies the differential-integral equation
Differentiating (3.2) with respect to t we get
whose general solution is of the form
2) we know that F(x, 0) ¼ 1, and hence
, which implies that
Proof We use induction on n. For n ¼ 0 the result follows from the definition of D (n) . Assuming the result is true for n À 1
Summary
We conclude this section by comparing the properties of P n (x) with the well known formulas for the Hermite polynomials H n (x) [7] . Since the H n are deeply related to the function N (x), we would expect to see some similarities between the H n and the P n .
Proof It follows immediately from solving the ODE for P nÀ1 in terms of P n . j PROPOSITION 4.3 Using ð4:1Þ to define P n (x) for n < 0 yields
and the relation S (n) ¼ P nÀ1 (S)(S 0 ) n still holds.
Proof For n ¼ 0 we have
We can calculate S (À1) explicitly by
Hence, P À2 (0) ¼ À1.
Finally, for n ¼ À2
where Q(x) has been chosen such that
The function g 3 (x) satisfies jN [g 3 (x)] À xj < 0:0023, 0 < x < 1
